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Late 2020 Sun's Twin rises turns Earth upside down
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RACIST COUNTRY

MY POLITICAL SCIENCE IS DICTATORSHIP, A POLITICAL
CORRUPTION FINAL SOLUTION

This is secrecy with ulterior motives. The Logical Solution: Call me The
Confederate Party exterminate politics for Tribunals

RACIST COUNTRY
The evil Empire is in Washington, D.C., immigration policy, Big Business
Inflation Conspiracy, lawyer imposed equality ever since there was a MOB of
secret societies to hang. After that the American workers invest in their own
industries and resources for dividends. In a Socialist Capitalism I make a
gravity generator powered star ship, after a star rises in Holiday Season wave
of asteroids turning Earth upside down. Lawyer tamed Trump, or Me hanging
lawyers and equal rights with-racists!

U.S. nuclear weapons build-up to WW, pack everything!
The United States lost its world credit rating in 2018. Where the world
corporate Business cartel now determines what is money can manipulate its
value, to their advantage, U.S. Dollars phased out to card, in the world now in
effect. To win war take over Business and government, Military need switch
their allegiance to my leadership, for a drastic American social economic and
racial solution, put in Power by Default and Debt Default I Nationalize wealth,
arm all the racists, rip air with planes.

Space X Launch looked like bomb to blow me away
After finishing the above section to this page I went back to camp to listen to
an explosive baseball play-offs game and have a couple of beers in
celebration, beginning this page, when a big red ball with a long red tail was
approaching in view above to where it blew-up a plasma explosion to second
stage kept getting bigger. I wondered if I would get blown away with
everything around me. Right after it was over a hundred cars lights coming
down a private mountain road large pack of Harley, turn

Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap, guns to go shoot-up the alien

The FUTURE that the Left says they are
leading can be destroyed, with U.S.
Armed Force's soldiers of racist White
America 22 million White citizens to arm
to survive the FUTURE, from the left,
leading the country astray from it's past.
Where the USA and the world needs
genocide in martial laws, calling for all
radical racist, military backed actions!

99 LuftBallons in German, 1983 MTV, close to NAZI beat!
Here is a good Neo-Nazi celebration song, to go along with the almost Nazi
Jewish comedy STAR WARS. Planet X went behind the Sun sat seconds
before the Sun sat, takes 14 years to go over Australia to rise up in 2020
going away way too close, stops Earth's spin. Inside, core blows out flood
flooding both ends of Earth hundreds of feet deep. Sirius hit 2 planets
between Jupiter and Mars, left core of planet Ceres took other ripped Mars,
smashed a planet sharing atmosphere with Mars, rises in 2020.

White Wedding - Billy Idol, just being WHITE, and racist!
Religious warship keeps leading the
people’s to believe in a world that is
something like the Earth, where they go
to begin a new life when they are dead,
instead are in their dreaming body at
gravity circuit center in Earth‘s core,
where they do that to the end of time.
Rather on another ritual hike while
collecting a charge until stuck, I cannot
move but only jump through light to
where to drop into the past, all recorded
so I obsolete death and religion.

2016 NASCAR DAYTONA 500 smashing and crashing.
Racing!
Nothing matters in the future, unless you can take it to the past. So if you
know the element that makes the future you can change the past. Where just
about everybody in the whole world is raised to be racists, your competitors at
everything, just like going on all around here. Earth, 7 inhabited planets of the
sun until a star ran into 2 of them between Jupiter and Mars, ran Moon into
Earth a Pacific Ocean dent. Everyone evacuated to back of Moon, in case
Earth pops, finish where they began.

Church of The Poison Mind, religious World devoted!
As Catholics say Jesus Christ is God.
Asked I said it to Protestant churchesthe
1970’s. Looks like it caught on all the way
to the Catholic Church, only true for the
sphere of this planet, not true for the rest
of the spheres in the Universe, the same
stuff that makes Catholicism false religion,
to say it is a Universal truth. Easter on
April Fools Day is a joke. Universally
World pops-up into existence like Pluto
squirt circle on moons around Charon,
popped out 4 squirts splatters around

Pluto In A Camera Flyby its original removed from public TV
Pluto in a orbit offset from the rest of the planet's points that popped-up
planets the sun solar jetted out, binary star offset at the end of points getting
back to their places, where they pop-up the Universe expanding. Until matter
core 87% of the Universe reaches Positive Charge of Gravity “God”, where
reality shorts out, everything falls back to a point in a circuit of points Universe
a circuit. Presto: Big Bang points of Universe pop-out to their places where
they pop-up, ejected Charon!

Ancient Hydrogen Bomb Explosions on Mars killed a T-Rex

There were already people from Earth
settled on 6 other planets in the inner solar
system, before a Grand Canyon on Mars
and Earth when the Sun’s twin ran into 2
planets between Jupiter and Mars took a
planet a buckshot blast, destroyed a planet
in orbit around Mars. Day 1 the World
popped up again, Genesis in a Garden, 4.5
billion years ago 8.5 years old, keeps
popping-up made blood vessel valves in
people’s limbs made to live on all 4’s, in the
first Age of life on Earth to a jungle.

Cities on Jupiter's Moon Ganymede? Bright lighted-up cities!
4.5 billion years ago everything in the World popped-up, causing Universe to
keep on expanding faster and faster, as empty Space sucks! While in 6 days
everything else and its peoples popped-up on Earth, in their own places, so
many different kinds of people. That because they are different they go their
separate ways, to any other habitable place under the Sun, or they go to war,
destroy each other, and take over hunting grounds, so in their universe there
can be peace and love and happiness!

PEACE IN A Box, in a hostile world, the Gods' rise above.
This is a great time in history to become a god, with the gods, to rise above it
all. Reminds me of some ancient religious site in Turkey, dug-up. Where
scholars were curious why the people buried their dead there with no heads,
was symbolic of their ghost looking down over them at their Memorial, a round
white sphere to the seer. At this point in time a ghost, heron is one way out, to
a safe place from the future, with a smile. I will use my key for the long
strange trip.

Welcome
First of all I am here for White America, most of which want ethnic cleansing,
better government in a public legal system, by popular demand. Business and
Wall Street all dead bodies, recycled I continue Westward ho, down through
Mexico. Racism in the world, at cold war or hot war all the time. Just might as
well wipe out all our enemies in America later the world. Virus in mind Asia to
the Arctic is verses U.S. Military, with bombs and for suicides. My defense
system purge America, with no peace on Earth in a dog eat dog world full of

life form's competition a eat you up. Where I solve all the immigration
problems in the USA in a racial genocide. We the people, just go back, taking
the land along with all the casinos bust Business, killing leftist Americans in
the way of an all White America build underground bunker in with subways
like on Mars before our binary star gets too close to Christmas stopping
Earth's turning. Locked-up or at large criminals do without, kill them all, for big
savings! Recycle the bars. Industry prepares White America for Sun bounced
away by a 2029 red dwarf star. No time to build space city around nuclear
reactor. A Martial Law oppression for White America's sake: Tribunals decide
my dictatorship. If the people's Majorities can rule they learn truth held secret
by religion, media politics astronomy and science. Hanging the secret society
ass holes and all of the System destroy in Military Coup. Nationalism, the best
reason for a world wide Martial Law solve all the internal problems with a
Revolution. American armed forces re-establish turf. World Confederation of
military coups for a pure democracy, not controlled by private interest groups.
U.S. Militia fight for a house and car with business publicly owned! Citizens
insured and no taxation only jobs, jobs generating credit to pay out in my
Bank.

I AM JUST LIKE THE M AJORITY W ANTS ME, WHERE I ONLY
W ANT THE AMERIC AN POLITIC ALLY TO THE RIGHT TO WIN.

Subscribe
The American people do not want our enemies to beat us, in a survival of the
fittest. Annex Business and Government exterminate immigration political left
Constitution only serves Wall Street interest's equality, we can do without.
U.S.Armed Forces fight that, under my Rule, to be decided in public Tribunals,
for representing White America to restore, dictatorship leadership!
Email Address

SIGN UP

Help Our Cause

I have here an outer space good verses evil comedy in
STAR WARS, about what Business would like to get for
higher wages profits, for the rich investing in the U.S.
Congress's Stock Market, planning the building of an
escape to Mars, before a red dwarf star runs into the Sun.
While getting in power I throw a Monkey Wrench in their
snob chances, White American Military support of arm
citizens enable us the Right to meet our goals and
improve our conditions. Donations possible, for score.
Taking out the competition in shape for a team. Where I
plan on dropping in 1760 White America or change destiny
for America in the Fall. Weed out the enemy U.S. Armed
Forces, in a new defense system at offense 50 state militia
at home take Liberty shoot to kill, illegals and everyone
colored only way to get them out.

PLEASE DONATE, IF WE NEED OPPRESSION,
TO BE WHITE IN AMERICA, WHERE I CAN SAY WHAT I WANT.

ISLAM IS THE ENEMY: Anyone worshiping 1 pole of Gravity
kill
This caused by religion putting a name on something to worship, that stores
designs of whatever is in the World, with physics to go to war. Where
immigration is invading I am elected by Default for a racist Martial Law, with a
world depopulation plan good for the planet, for leading racists to arm in a
door to door Search and Destroy. I found the enemy's GOD to do something,
with It, for White America's racist tradition of survival!

Catch That With A Net
Drop us a line!
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Intelligence Agencies finds, if U.S. Armed Forces wants,
my leadership for the Right/Reign of Terror
To get out of the world alive, no one else will try it, ignorant faced with certain
death few wind up like Enoch did, left on their own. Last l prove there is only
one way out alive, play it back in the past out of the in and out thing called
God a collective affair, machine guns and bomb my data to 1760’s this time
back in. If not its U.S. Military Armed Forces in Power by Default in my
dictatorship restoring racism to its old glory a Power by Default and Debt
Default dictatorship.

The Third Party
7127 Hollister Avenue, Goleta, California 93117, United States
I am just getting ready to leave the area. My writings finally readable, to lead
citizens out of Debt Default and corporate oppression in my racist dictatorship.
Citizens of the nations following survive future shock, with 3rd USA.

Hours
9 AM TO 5 PM, 7 days a week. Most of my email traffic is
to l_hrrsn99@yahoo.com. Donations send to Lee R Harrison, 7127 Hollister
Ave. 25A-202
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